Route Manager
Now more than ever, your customers
have greater expectations for your beer,
wine, and spirits distribution company. You
have dynamic routes to plan days in advance,
yet you need to make adjustments at any
given moment. Cost and time efficiencies are
crucial to ensure effective operations. That’s
where WorkWave Route Manager 360 and
360+ come in! See how our route planning
and tracking software solution can set your
business up for success.
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HERE’S WHAT
OUR CUSTOMERS WANT

*

Operational
Efficiencies

wine

• Alignment with warehouse picking
and packing and delivery drivers
• Efficient route planning that is dynamic
• Integration of delivery orders with route
management software

Reasonable
Time Windows

• The ability to provide delivery time
windows that are one to three days out

Proof of Delivery
and Live Tracking
• The ability to monitor routes, record
breadcrumbs, and tweak plans every
step of the delivery process
• Real-time visibility of delivery status,
including proof of delivery, live ETAs,
and communication with warehouse

Visibility Into
Business Operations
• A 360 view of drivers to ensure deliveries
• Integration of delivery orders with route
management software

*IBIS World Wine & Spirits Wholesaling in the US Report

Our ultimate goal is to help
beer, wine, and spirits distributors reach their

FULL POTENTIAL
WorkWave Route Manager is cloud-based software

that creates efficiencies with an intuitive user interface that simulates routes
within minutes with cloud-based algorithms, seamlessly integrates with any order
generating system with flexible APIs, provides detailed reports with analytics
dashboards, and more. Need to track your delivery drivers and vehicles? We offer
tracking solutions too!

Don’t just take

OUR WORD FOR IT,
here’s what our wine distribution customer
had to say about our product.

“WorkWave has been an amazing

addition to how I run operations for our company. I’ve been able
to dramatically increase efficiency in our daily delivery routes,
and our drivers love having everything pushed to their phones.
I can’t speak highly enough about it and my boss is happy. We
easily saved what it costs per month within the first couple days
of using it.”
- Sarah Samuel, Small Lot Operations Manager

Join the many companies who trust
WorkWave Route Manager to reach their full potential.

Call 866.497.4993 or visit workwave.com/route-manager
today for a FREE Exploratory Consultation to see how
we can help your business.
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